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Tear out game piece

Tear out game piece

Tubing with Todd - Let’s see if Todd can float the stream without getting dirty!
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Crawdads live in most
urban streams and look
like little lobsters.
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Start
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You stopped algae blooms from
spreading, go forward 2 spaces!

Raked leaves clog the inlet,
go back to start!
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Picked up dog waste,
move to rock 14!

Find Crawdad and move to
the rock next to him!
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Oil/dirt from
car washing at
home went into
drain, go back
to rock 18!
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Storm washed
chemicals into
stream, go back
4 spaces!
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Oil leaked into stream,
go back 3 spaces!
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Trash secured in covered
bins, go forward 2 spaces!
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STORM
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Instructions: Tear the game pieces on the corners of this sheet. Toss a coin to
see how many spaces to move.
Objective: To move throughout the game board and be the first to reach the
finish line.
Don't forget to color as you go!
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Tear out game piece

Toss a coin on the storm sewer lid
to see how many spaces to move!

Learning Corner: The primary goal of a
Stormwater Program is to reduce the amount
of pollutants entering rivers, creeks and
streams. Pollutants such as fertilizers,
pesticides, sediments, hydrocarbons, trash
and spilled chemicals may be transported by
stormwater from developed areas into the
storm sewer system ending up in our local
waterways, causing water pollution.
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MANHOLE MAZE
STORMWATER TERMS WORD FIND

ALGAE
CHEMICALS
DIRT
DUMPING
FERTILIZERS
LEAKS
LEAVES
POOP
TRASH

Weather Funnies to tell your Parents

(source: www.jokes4us.com)

Q: When does it rain money? (A: When there is a “change” in weather); Q: Why does Snoop Dogg need an umbrella? (A: Fo’ Drizzle); Q: How can you wrap a cloud? (A: With a Rainbow); Q: What does it do before it rains candy? (A: It sprinkles);
Q: What goes up when rain comes down? (A: An umbrella); Q: What is the weather report for Casa Bonita? (A: Chile today, hot tamale); Q: How can Santa deliver presents during a thunderstorm? (A: His sleigh is flown by rain-deer)

